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Motivation
• A flood of digital data is being generated every day. 
• The true values of these data will not be fully 
appreciated until they have been well processed and 
interpreted.
• The majority of the current academic research and 
practice development efforts tend to focus on the 
technological aspect of big data instead of analytical 
aspect.
Objectives
• To design and implement a big data analytics application
by integrating an open source big data processing 
framework and an open source data analysis environment. 
• To report our findings gain through working on this project
• To recommend future research difficulties based on our 
experiment
Proposed Approach
Perform Big Data Analytics: Integrate the existing big data technology 
with conventional data analysis tools and test it with real dataset. 
Solution in search of Problem
Data City | Data Nation Mobility: “The possibilities are yours to discover. ”
• Uncover trends in how we go about our day, being on the move to live, work 
and play. 
• Investigate our lifestyle choices and everyday actions of transportation.
Solution in search of Problem
• Study the spatial-temporal patterns of bus commuters within Singpaore’s
planning subzones and between planning subzones.
• Construct a spatial interaction model using commuters’ data.
Data Descriptions Owner
Singapore Master Plan 2014 Subzone Boundary 
(No Sea) (SHP)
Provides indicative polygon of subzone 
boundary till 2014.
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA)
of Singapore
CITY_NATION_RIDE_DATA_FULL.csv Provides the fare card data records across 
Singapore for 
15/02/2016 00:01 to 21/02/2016 23:59.
Land Transport Authority (LTA) of 
Singapore
lta-bus_stop_locations_2011_09_05.csv Provides the X,Y coordinates for Singapore’s 
bus stops till 05/09/2011.
Land Transport Authority (LTA) of 
Singapore
lta-sbst_route_2011-09-05.csv Provides the Singapore’s bus service routes 
with bus stop codes till 05/09/2011.
Land Transport Authority (LTA) of 
Singapore
Data Descriptions: Datasets
• Singapore Master Plan 2014 Subzone Boundary (No Sea) (SHP)
o 323 Subzones 
Figure. Polygon of Singapore’s subzone boundary
Subzone matrix: 323 × 323.
Too Big to be analyzed 
without Big Data Tech. 
Data Descriptions: Datasets
• CITY_NATION_RIDE_DATA_FULL.csv
o Land Transport Authority (LTA) of Singapore
o 50,697,538 records across Singapore (4.82GB)
o for 15/02/2016 00:01 to 21/02/2016 23:59
CARD_ID ACTUAL_SRVC_NU
MBER
BOARDING_STO
P_STN
ALIGHTING_
STOP_STN
RIDE_START
_DATE
RIDE_START
_TIME
RIDE_END_
DATE
RIDE_END_
TIME
2570CDFC527F803775
E32B1909A821097860
4AF9
912 46088 46621 21/2/16 23:50:04 21/2/16 23:57:45
2E13336EFA135C4827
771DEFCE8A5F117C88
F721
912P 46088 46501 18/2/16 08:24:54 18/2/16 08:27:28
EF79FB78E2FF2D9912
CEE93898156C8E3033
933B
913 46088 46501 19/2/16 07:13:27 19/2/16 07:15:53
Data Descriptions: Datasets
• lta-bus_stop_locations_2011_09_05.csv(4659 bus stops) 
X Y ZID NAME ELEV ICON
103.8525359 1.296848255 0 1012 0 81
103.8532247 1.297709706 1 1013 0 81
103.8530216 1.296982901 2 1019 0 81
103.8544142 1.296672985 3 1029 0 81
• lta-sbst_route_2011-09-05.csv
SR_SVC_NUM SR_SVC_DIR SR_ROUT_SEQ SR_BS_CODE SR_DISTANCE
106 1 1 43009 0
106 1 2 43179 0.6
106 1 3 43189 1
106 2 1 11401 0
106 2 2 11239 0.2
106 2 3 11229 0.5
Data Descriptions: Datasets
Figure. Polygon of Singapore’s subzone boundary with centroids
• Distance calculation between Subzone pairs
o Type 1: Euclidean Distance
o Type 2: Bus route distance
Zone A:
Central Natural Reserve.
Data Descriptions: Datasets
• Distance calculation: Distance Matrix( Bus route distance)
Destination
Origin
SERANGOO
N CENTRAL
KALLAN
G BAHRU
YISHUN 
EAST
YIO 
CHU 
KANG 
EAST
YIO CHU 
KANG
BAYSHORE DEFU 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARK
SERANGOON 
CENTRAL
0 7.57 999 13.68 14.92 13.59 4.02
KALLANG 
BAHRU
7.57 1e-6 999 999 11.33 12.86 999
YISHUN EAST 999 999 1e-6 8.49 999 999 999
YIO CHU 
KANG EAST
13.68 999 999 1e-6 6.28 18.5 8.38
YIO CHU 
KANG
14.92 11.33 NA 6.28 1e-6 21.52 9.70
BAYSHORE 13.59 12.86 999 18.5 21.52 1e-6 10.14
DEFU 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARK
4.02 999 999 8.38 9.70 10.14 1e-6
Table. Bus route distance (km) between some subzones in Singapore
Data Descriptions: Datasets
• Fare card flow aggregation
Destination
Origin
SERANGO
ON 
CENTRAL
KALLAN
G 
BAHRU
YISHUN 
EAST
YIO 
CHU 
KANG 
EAST
YIO CHU 
KANG
BAYSHORE DEFU 
INDUSTRI
AL PARK
Oi
SERANGOON 
CENTRAL
32588 995 832 315 559 25 1377 36691
KALLANG BAHRU 590 1468 0 4 0 12 0 2074
YISHUN EAST 468 0 19758 0 0 0 0 20226
YIO CHU KANG 
EAST
568 4 0 1032 1995 2 37 3638
YIO CHU KANG 919 140 194 24104 20159 17 74 45607
BAYSHORE 152 3 0 0 16 1078 0 1249
DEFU 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARK
673 0 0 0 142 29 4619 5463
Dj 35958 2610 20784 25455 22871 1163 6107
Table. Example for Flow matrix for the Origin and the Destination pairs
Methodology
• Spatial Interaction Models: 
o Predict the amount or likelihood of people or goods (or service or information) 
moving between two locations in space. 
o Example: Internal migration flows in Austria
Methodology
• Apply spatial interaction model to discover the passengers’ behaviors in a 
bus transportation system based on fare card data for Singapore. 
• The doubly – constrained Wilson-style spatial interaction model for this 
transportation system takes the form: 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑗𝑂𝑖𝐷𝑗𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑗 (1)
• 𝑂𝑖 is the total number of passengers that have left origin zone
• 𝐷𝑗 is the total number of passengers that have arrived at destination zone  
• 𝐴𝑖and 𝐵𝑗 are balancing factors which ensure that the estimates of 𝑃𝑖𝑗, when 
summed across both rows and columns of the matrix, equal the known 𝑂𝑖 and 
𝐷𝑗 totals 
• 𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑗 term drives the estimates in the model and it represents the distance 
between 𝑂𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗. In a transportation model 
Application Framework
• SparkR
• Provides a light-weight frontend to use Apache Spark from R. 
• Provides a distributed DataFrame implementation that supports operations like selection, 
filtering, aggregation etc. (similar to R data frames, dplyr) but on large datasets. 
• Supports distributed machine learning using MLlib.
Application Framework
• Technical Framework
Demo
• Model visualization Demo
Analysis & Results
• Model visualization Demo
Analysis & Results
• Data Preparation part
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Execution Time
Native R Spark R
Process Data
size
No
Records
SparkR
Time
Native R
Time
Load City 
Nation 
Ride Data
4.82GB 50,697,539 1.5 min 16.4 min
Arrange 
data on 
conditions 
4.82GB 50,697,539 2.1 min NA
Crashed after 20.4 min 
execution.
Analysis & Results
• Modelling part
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Execution Time
Native R Spark R
Spark R
Process
Data size No
Records
Run GLM 4.82GB 50,697,539
Run predict 
iteration loop 
4.82GB 50,697,539
Native R
Process
Data size No
Records
Run GLM 16.1 MB
(Data prepared
by SparkR)
104,329
Run predict 
iteration loop 
16.1 MB 104,329
Conclusion & Future work
Conclusion
In conclusion, we investigate the possible approach to design and 
implement big data analytics application by integrating an open source 
big data processing framework and an open source data analysis 
environment. 
Future Work
• We should introduce our project to other technical experts and test it with 
different scenarios. 
• The flexibility of model calibration and results interface can be refined.
Thank you
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